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‘ …a relief from the hurried, superficial and 
expensive mode of life which industrial 

civilization has entangled us”  



Our charitable object

To help all, especially young people of 

limited means, to a greater knowledge, 

love and care of the countryside, and 

appreciation of the cultural values of towns 

and cities, particularly by providing youth 

hostels or other accommodation for them 

in their travels, and thus to promote their 

health, recreation and education.



What YHA does

We’re a national charity passionate about transforming 

young lives 

We believe that where you go changes who you 

become.

We focus on improving physical and mental health, 

wellbeing and life skills through providing brilliant 

residentials that connect people with nature and heritage

For all, but especially young people with challenging 

lives



AGM 2020

A new vision, mission 
and values



AGM 2020

Our impact priorities

1. Our top priority is to ensure that all means all

2. We will increase access to stays away from home and improve connections 

to nature, outdoors, heritage and culture

3. We will improve physical and mental wellbeing

4. We will develop life skills and employability

5. We will contribute to social cohesion
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Our enabling priorities

6. Maintain a viable network of quality hostels

7. Deliver against a framework of industry-standard benchmarks

8. Support growth by continuing to generate an annual cash surplus

9. In how we use our assets and through our work with partners we will help to 

improve the environment

10. Build support for the hostelling cause



Our network

Everything we earn, we reinvest in our purpose

47

camping &

cabins sites

84

Learning Outside

the Classroom sites

153

hostels







Our reach - in the last year

c415,000 under 26 guests 

– independently, with family 

or with schools 

3000+ school trips

50% primary, 50% secondary

105,000 young people stayed on 

school trips and residentials

296 schools on DoE deprivation list

2 million stays

1 million guests 

140,000 members

1,000 young volunteers



Government context 

“we would like to see national landscapes work with the many 

organisations already involved in this area to provide a clear, 

consistent offer for a meaningful visit that we think should 

include an overnight stay. It would be a chance for children to 

meet others from communities they may not normally meet, to 

learn about the nature we all rely on, and even enjoy the thrill 

of a night under the stars…”

Julian Glover – Review 2019



YHA and the 
environment



YHA and the Environment
• Innate sustainability

• Practical day to day ‘win wins’

• Sustainable commissioning

• YHA’s role in behaviour change 



YHA and the Environment: headlines
• YHA’s emissions from energy use fell by 23% from 2014–2018, from 9378 

tCO₂e to 7234 tCO₂e1

• At the same time 11% increase in number of guests staying

• 65% onsite recycling and a total of 94% diverted from landfill (up from 50% in 

last year

• Staff transport emissions have decreased by 33% since the previous ESOS 

review (2014/15), from 334 tCO₂e.16 



YHA and the environment: future plans
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And then…
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COVID-19: challenges
COVID: financial impact to date



Longer term challenges

or
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Candles in the darkness

Access Unlimited



Sustainable holidays post COVID 

• Rediscovering social,  as sociable = sustainable

• Discover local adventure and exploration

• Marginal gains – small choices add up

• Fewer longer trips; more sustainable while on holiday

•



Discussion themes

• Squaring the circles post COVID 

• Marginal gains vs radical reinvention


